
 

 
SystemX Ceramic - Front Window Protection 2yrs $99.99 

Safety on the road is no place for compromise. SystemX Ceramic  improves visibility in 
inclement weather, when drivers struggle the most. It makes ice, snow, & road dirt much 
easier to remove. It also has a 2yr warranty and you will not have to worry about 
maintenance.  

Engine Clean  $50 

Oil & grease can accelerate the wear of rubber hoses and plastic parts.  

Ceramic Coating (Exterior) 1yr protection  $99.99 

A true Nano Ceramic Coating Spray protection. Adds extreme gloss, shine and depth to the 
paint. Hydrophobic properties that repel water and gives you a long lasting paint protection. 
Looking for that extra protection on your exterior, this is the product! Protect your vehicle 
from oxidation, pollen, water spots and more.  

Undercarriage Wash  $29.99 (Circle one to add - Rust Protection Sedan $199 Truck $299) 

There are many reasons why you should clean your undercarriage. Most important is making 
sure dirt, dust, road grime & Salt is not accumulating on your undercarriage. Remember, salt 
can speed up oxidation.  

Interior (Vinyl+Rubber+Plastic) Protectant   $30 

VRP Protectant leaves no-residue and finishes dry-to-the-touch. VRP Protectant keeps your 
trim looking new for weeks, not days.  It penetrates deep into the pores of plastic, rubber, 
and vinyl to restore and protect the surface.  

Carpet, Leather & Floor Mat Ceramic Protection  $69.99 

System X Interior Protection Coating forms a strong bond with fibers to prevent removal 

during cleaning. Liquids are unable to attach or penetrate the fibers & are repelled in 

droplets. When liquids come in contact with the coating, the treatment repels the substance 

and liquids roll off without penetrating or staining the material.  

Headlight restoration $40 - Important maintenance item for safety 

* Interior Pet Hair, Sap Removal, Tar Removal & Ceiling* 

There will be a  charge for any pet hair, sap or tar removal. Removal fee is $25-$100 
(depends on time & product use). If we are told no pet hair in vehicle & there is pet hair, you 
will be charged. Also, feel free to talk to a manager at drop off for any additional questions 
on pet hair.  Also we wipe down ceiling but stains, food, grease & excessive dirt will have an 
extra fee for removal.  

If you scheduled interior or basic detail on Mid-Size or Mini-Vans and need exact price, 
please set up an appointment or see a manager at time of drop off. Any questions feel free 
to look on our website under the detailing section for more information and pictures.  

 Must sign before detailers will start on vehicle, 

X_____________________________    Thank you  


